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The small crosses represent the type of artifact encountered rather frequently
in Dobruja during the Byzantine period. Occurring in the larger settlements of that
time (as Dinogetia-Garvăn, Capidava, Păcuiul lui Soare, Noviodunum-Isaccea etc.),
in some smaller or less researched, or simply fortuitous on the territory between the
Danube and Black Sea, they represent an important category of objects, source of
information regarding both the spiritual life and the local economy.
They drew attention of specialists mostly with the occasion of occurrence in
the archaeological strata, and in time they would become a separate subject of
analysis in chapters of some volumes or studies. For the examined territory the
beginning was marked by exposures provided by Ion Bamea 1 and Petre Diaconu2,
in reference works are still which archaeologists used by today, followed by
articles published under the signature of the period and area specialists3 , among
which stands Gh. Mănucu-Adameşteanu, which during recent decades has devoted
numerous studies4 to such type of objects.
1 Gh. Ştefan, I. Bamea, M. Comşa, E. Comşa, Dinogetia, I, Aşezarea feudală timpurie de la
Bisericuţa-Garvăn, Bucureşti, 1 967, the chapter Obiecte de cult, p. 357-366; I. Bamea, Şt. Ştefănescu,
Din istoria Dobrogei, III, Bizantini, români şi bulgari la Dunărea de Jos, Bucureşti, 1 97 1 , the chapter
Obiecte de cult, p. 3 1 6-322; I. Bamea, Arta creştină în România, II, Secolele V/I-XIII, Bucureşti, 1 98 1 .
2
P . Diaconu, Urme vechi creştine descoperite în sud-vestul Dobrogei, in Biserica Ortodoxă
Română, LXXXI, 1 963, 5-6, p. 545-557; P. Diaconu, D. Vîlceanu, Păcuiul lui Soare. Cetatea
bizantină, I, Bucureşti, 1 972, the chapter Obiecte de podoabă, p. 1 37- 1 62; P. Diaconu, S. Baraschi,
Păcuiul lui Soare. Aşezarea medievală (secolele XIII-XV), II, Bucureşti, 1 977, the chapter Obiecte de
podoabă şi de cult, p. 1 1 6- 1 33.
3
T. Papasima, Cruciuliţe medievale inedite, din Dobrogea, in Pontica, 32, 1 999, p. 297-302;
G. Custurea, Câteva cruci relicvar descoperite în Dobrogea, in Pontica, 32, 1 999, p. 303-304; O. Damian,
P. Damian, Elements chretiens de l 'epoque byzantine au Bas Danube, in Pontica, 28-29, 1 995- 1 996,

p. 233-244.
4 Gh. Mănucu-Adameşteanu, Elemente de cultură bizantină la gurile Dunării, in Peuce, 9, 1 984, p.
375-388; idem, Descoperiri mărunte de la Isaccea (sec. X-XIV), in Peuce, 9, 1 984, p. 237-255;
idem, Noi descoperiri arheologice la Isaccea, in SCIVA, 38, 1 987, 3, p. 285-292; idem, Cruci
relicvar de tip bizantin descoperite în sudul Dobrogei, în Pontica, 25, 1 992, p. 349-354; idem, Cruci
relicvar descoperite la Isaccea, jud. Tulcea, in Studia Historica et Theologica. Omagiu Profesorului
Emilian Popescu, Iaşi, 2003, p. 1 93-209; idem, A. Stănică, I. Poli, Cruci relicvar descoperite la
Ostrov-Beroe, judeţul Tulcea, in Peuce, S.N., 6, 2008, p. 305-323 etc.
Etudes Byzantines et Post-Byzantines, VI, p. 1 35-1 48, 20 1 1
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The 24 small crosses, subject of this article, complete the existent data, these
entering into the collections of the National Museum of History and Archaeology
in Constanţa by purchase or donation, all these representing fortuitous discoveries.
Typologically, the pieces to be presented are to be included in two categories:
reliquary and simple. Their presentation order in the catalogue follows the two
categories, the first being the reliquary crosses, five of bronze and one of lead,
followed by the bronze simple ones, with representations or different decorations,
then the simple seven lead samples.

CATALOGUE
1 . Reliquary cross on which obverse there was represented, in relief, Jesus
Christ crucified, wearing colobium, His head slightly bent to the right. Beyond His
two hands hardly can be distinguished two busts, and above His head seems to
appear a cross with equal arms. On the reverse there was engraved, entirely in
relief The Holly Virgin praying, at each end of cross existing a bust (the faur
evangelists) (PI. 111 1 , IV /1 ).
Place of discovery: Valu lui Traian
SMA (Agricultural machines unit).
Bronze; whole (the piece was mechanically deformed on the obverse, in the right
arm, slightly clogged); L = 4.7 cm (3.4 cm without upper and lower rings); l = 2.5
cm, thickness 0.6 cm; NMHAC collection, inv. 45864.
-

=

2. The upper part of reverse of a reliquary cross on which there was
represented, in relief, The Holly Virgin, still preserving the head. The cross arm is
slightly flattened outwards (PI. 11/2).
Place of discovery: Dobruja passim. Bronze; the upper arm of the reverse
with grip rings; L 2 cm { l .4 cm without rings); l 1 . 1 cm; thickness 0.3 cm;
NMHAC collection.
=

=

=

3. Reliquary cross reverse with no representation. The two arms on the
vertical line with slightly flattened end outwards (PI. 11/3).
Place of discovery: Palazu Mic. Bronze; there it is still preserved the reverse
with one of the clamping ring; L 4.6 cm (3.7 cm without clamping rings); l = 2.3
cm; thickness = 0.25 cm; NMHAC collection, inv. 466 1 2 .
=

4 . The arm o f a reliquary cross, slightly flattened outwards, nat decorated
(PI. 11/4).
Place of discovery: Tufani. Bronze; fragmentary, an arm still preserved;
L = 2 cm; l = 1 .3 cm; thickness 0.2 cm; NMHAC collection.
=

5. Reverse of a reliquary cross without representation. The arms ends are
slightly flattened outwards (PI. 11/5).
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Place of discovery: Dobruja passim. Bronze; fragmentary, preserved only
three arms of reverse; L = 3.2 cm; 1 = 3.3 cm; thickness = 0.35 cm; NMHAC
collection, inv. 466 1 3 .

6. Reliquary cross obverse on which there was represented, in relief, Jesus
Christ crucified, wearing colobium, His head slightly bent to the right. Beside His
two hands and above His head there are distinguished the busts of the evangelists.
At the top it is perforated (PI. 11/6, IV/6).
Place of discovery: Dobruja passim. Lead; fragmentary, only preserved the
obverse without the lower arm; L = 4. 1 cm; L
4. 1 cm; thickness = 0.5 cm;
NMHAC collection, inv. 46620.
=

7. Simple cross on which obverse there was represented, in relief, Jesus
Christ crucified colobium dressed. On the reverse there was represented The Holly
Virgin praying (PI. 11/7, IV/7).
Place of discovery: Northem Dobruja. Bronze; fragmentary, still not
preserved the upper arm; L = 2.3 cm; 1 = 2.4 cm; thickness = 0.2 cm; NMHAC
collection, inv. 46 1 65 .
8 . Simple cross o n which obverse there was represented, i n relief, Jesus
Christ crucified, wearing colobium (PI. 11/8).
Place of discovery: Dobruja passim. Bronze; fragmentary, still not preserving
the lower arm and the ring to grip on the chain; L 1 . 9 cm; 1 = 1 . 9 cm; thickness =
0. 1 5 cm; NMHAC collection, inv. 46 1 66.
=

9. Simple cross on which obverse there was represented, in relief, Jesus Christ
crucified, wearing perizom. The lower arm is slightly flattened outwards (PI. 11/9).
Place of discovery: Dobruja passim. Bronze; fragmentary, still not preserved the
upper arm; L = 2.8 cm; 1 = 3 cm; thickness = 0.3 cm; NMHAC collection, inv. 46 1 68.

1 0. Simple cross on which obverse there was represented the image of a
praying person, having beside the lefi arm a schematized representation that
probably wanted to be a bust. The lower arm of the piece is slightly flattened
outwards (PI. 11/ 1 0, IV/ 1 0).
Place of discovery: Dobruja passim. Bronze; fragmentary, there are still
preserved the lefi and lower arm; L = 2.55 cm; 1 = 1 .85 cm; thickness = 0.2 cm;
NMHAC collection, inv. 466 14.
1 1 . Simple cross decorated with incised lines on both sides. It bas its arms
flattened outwards (PI. 11/1 1 ).
Place of discovery: Northem Dobruja. Bronze; fragmentary, not preserved
the upper arm; L = 2.6 cm; 1 = 2.6 cm; thickness = 0.2-0.3 cm; NMHAC
collection, inv. 46 1 69.
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12. Simple cross decorated with a circle at the point of intersection of the
arms, from which start grooves revealing their edges and the middle of a cross
shape. The arms are slightly flattened out piece (Pl. II/ 12, IV/ 1 2).
Place of discovery: Dobruja passim. Bronze; fragmentary, not fully preserved
the upper arm; L = 2.67 cm; 1 = 2.45 cm; thickness = 0.2 cm; NMHAC collection,
inv. 46 1 70.
13. Simple cross with liniary ornament in relief on obverse. The two vertical
arms are slightly flattened outwards (Pl. 11/ 1 3 , IV/ 1 3).
Place of discovery: Cobadin. Bronze; full, but strongly damaged; L 3 cm
(3. 7 clamping ring on the chain); 1 = 2 cm; thickness = 0.25 cm; NMHAC
collection, inv. 466 1 7.
=

14. Simple cross decorated with a point emphasized in the area of intersection
of the arms, from which start grooves in relief, shaping a cross on their middle part.
Arms are flattened outwards (Pl. IIl/ 14).
Place of discovery: Bărăganu. Bronze; fragmentary, still preserved the upper
arm with a clamping ring part of the chain and lefi arm; L = 2.3 cm ( 1 .9 centimeters
without fragmentary ring); 1 = 1 .65 cm; thickness = 0.2 cm; NMHAC collection,
inv. 46622.
15. Simple cross having arms provided with small side spurs and rounded
outwards. lt is decorated on both sides with the centre circles deepened, one had
the middle part and the other to the ends of arms. On one side preserves traces
which seem to indicate the presence of enamel decoration (Pl. III/ 1 5 ) .
Place of discovery: Dobruja passim. Bronze; fragmentary, still preserved the
side and arms and lower arm; L = 2.26 cm, 1 = 2.64 cm; thickness = 0.2 cm;
NMHAC collection, inv. 46 1 67.
16. Simple cross having arms provided with small side spurs and rounded.
On one side has a setting point (consisting of faur rhombs of small sizes placed on
the arms, between the central and spurs) and the other in the centre are three
incised vertical lines joined at the bottom of a horizontal (letter lll) . Possible traces
of decoration seem to be the arms and rounded ends (in the horizontal loom is right
and lI letters on the right and H on the left arm), but the conservation status of the
piece attenuate the quality of work (Pl. 1111 1 6, IV/ 1 6).
Place of discovery: Palazu Mic. Bronze; full, exception, the hanger still
preserve the basis; L = 3 .4 cm (without hanger basis); I = 2.8 cm; thickness = 0.2 cm;
NMHAC collection, inv. 4662 1 .
17. Simple cross with equal arms widened outwards and slightly curved edge.
Have on both sides point cut lines falling piece emphasizes edges and outlines a
cross inside it (Pl. 111/ 1 7, IV1 1 7 ) .
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Place of discovery: Mihai Viteazu ?. Bronze; full; L 2.75 cm (2 cm without
hanger); 1 = 2 cm; thickness 0. 1 2 cm; NMHAC collection, inv 40973.
=

=

18. Simple cross which obverse was represented, in relief, Jesus Christ
crucified, with His head bent slightly to the right. Bust stands near the left hand one
of the four evangelists. Piece edges are raised and the arms are slightly flattened
outwards (PI. 111/ 1 8, IV/ 1 8).
Place of discovery: Dobruja passim. Lead; fragmentary, preserved only part
of the centre and left arm; L 2 cm; 1 2.6 cm; thickness = 0.3 cm; NMHAC
collection, inv. 466 1 8.
=

=

19. Simple cross on the obverse of which it was represented, in relief, a
decoration that imitates a pine branch. lt starts in the middle of a stark point and
inscribed in a circle, two other cells, smaller and less relief, finding the ends of pine
boughs played on horizontal arms. Piece edges are raised and flattened outwards
(PI. 111/1 9).
Place of discovery: Dobruja passim. Lead; fragmentary, still preserved the
lower and horizontal arms; L = 2.3 cm; 1 = 2.6 cm; thickness.
0.2-0.3 cm;
NMHAC collection, inv. 466 1 6.
=

20. Simple cross with raised edges, decorated with a cross in relief, with
triangular ends of the arms and the centre marked by a bold point. The arms are
slightly flattened outwards (PI. 111/20).
Place of discovery: Bărăganu. Lead; full but slightly distorted at the top;
L = 3 . 8 cm (3. 1 cm without hanger); 1 = 3 cm; thickness
0.2 cm; NMHAC
collection, inv. 466 1 5 .
=

2 1 . Simple cross on the obverse of which there were represented i n relief of
two circles with dots in the centre. The hanger was made by thickening and
perforation of the upper arm extrernity. The horizontal arms are rounded (PI. IIl/2 1 ,
IV/2 1 ).
Place of discovery: Murighiol. Lead; fragmentary, end lower arm is broken;
L = 2.5 cm; 1 = 1 .65 cm; thickness 0.3--0.55 cm; NMHAC collection, inv. 46 1 64.
=

22. Simple cross without decoration, with arms ends rounded (PI. 111122).
Place of discovery: Northem Dobruja. Lead; fragmentary, upper extrernity
arm is broken; L = 2.2 cm; 1 2. 1 8 cm; thickness = 0.2 cm; NMHAC collection,
inv. 46 1 62.
=

23. Simple cross without decoration, thick and perforated at the upper end of
the arm (PI. IIl/23).
Place of discovery: Cobadin. Lead; full; L = 2.9 cm; 1 = 3 . 1 cm; thickness
0.5 cm; NMHAC collection, inv. 466 1 9.
=
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24. Simple cross, without decoration. No hanger (Pl. 111/24).
Place of discovery: Dunavăţu de Jos or OWlavăţu de Sus. Lead; full; L = 3.8 cm;
I = 3.6 cm; thickness = 0.3 cm; NMHAC collection, inv 46 1 63 .
The small crosses described i n the first two positions in the catalogue are
often mentioned on the Danube-Pontic territory, representing the most well-known
category among the reliquary small crosses. As analogies, for the first sample, we
have in Dobruja, the pieces from Issacea (whole or fragmentary) 5 , Dinogetia
Garvăn (a full small cross found in a house, in the context with a coin, mentioning
that on the obverse, above Jesus Christ Head there is a bust, as well as other
fragmentary pieces)6, Păcuiul lui Soare ( 1 1 th century; two samples) 7, from
Bisericuţa island (Capul Dolojman area; 1 1-1 21h century) 8 , from Hârşova ( 1 l 1h
century; preserve still the reverse)9 , Oltina ( 1 1 th century; fragmentary) 10 , Ostrov
Beroe ( 1 1 th century - the first decades of the 121h century, with the mention that on
the obverse above Jesus Christ Head, there is a bust) 1 1 • In Bulgaria small crosses
with identica! iconographical aspect are to be reported in the settlement at Od'rci
( l 01h century - the beginning of the l 1 1h, occurred in the context with Byzantine
follisi anonimi class A2) 12 , Sredi§e ( 1 l 1h century) 1 3 •
The piece no. 2 is a fragment of a reliquary cross obverse whose iconography
does not include representations of the four evangelists on its front, there is
represented Jesus Christ crucified, presenting or not above His Head a cross. On
the territory of Dobruja, such pieces appeared at Capidava ( 1 0- l l 1h century) 1 4 ,
Constanţa (the second half of the l 01h century - the first half of the 1 1 th century) 15 ,
Păcuiul lui Soare ( 1 1 th century A.D.) 1 6, Dinogetia-Garvăn ( 1 1 th century A.D.) 1 7 ,
Ostrov-Piatra Frecăţei (the first half of the 1 1 th century A.D.) 1 8, Oltina ( 1 1 th century
5

Gh. Mănucu-Adameşteanu, Elemente . . . , p. 378, pi. IIl/3 at p. 728, p. 378 no. 3, pi. VII/I at p. 732.
Gh. Ştefan, I. Bamea, M. Comşa, E. Comşa, Dinogetia . . . , p. 360, fig. I 93/9 at 363.
7
P. Diaconu, D. Vîlceanu, Păcuiul. . . , p. 1 6 1 , pi. XXIX/ I a-b, 2 a-b.
8
P. Nicorescu, Une croix-reliquaire de Dobroudja, in ln memoria lui Vasile Pârvan,
Bucuregti, I 934, p. 222-226.
N. Harţuche, F. Anastasiu, Catalogul selectiv al colecţiei de arheologie a Muzeului Brăilei,
Brăila, I 976, p. 270, fig. 559.
10
G. Custurea, Descoperiri arheologice şi numismatice de pe raza localităţii Satu Nou (corn.
Oltina, ud. Constanţa), in Pontica, 3 3-34, 2000-200 1 , p. 585, pi. 1/8 at p. 585.
1
Gh. Mănucu-Adameşteanu, Elemente . . . , p. 3 76-377, pi. II/I a-b at p. 727; idem, A. Stănică,
I. Poli, Crnci relicvar ... , p. 3 1 5, pi. I/2 a-b at p. 320.
12 L. Don�eva-Petkova, L. Ninov, V. Parusev, Od'rci. Selise ot P 'rvoto b 'lgarsko carstvo, I, Sofia,
1 999, p. 1 25, fig. 1 4 1 at p. 1 2 1 .
13
G . Atanasov, Hristijanskijat Durostornm - Dr 'st 'r. Dorostolskata eparhija prez K 'snata
anticnost i Srednovekovieto IV - XIV v. , Vama, 2007, fig. I 03 at p. 303.
14
Gh. Mănucu-Adameşteanu, Elemente . . , p. 375-376, pi. I/I at p. 726.
15
idem, Crnci relicvar . . . , p. 349.
16
P. Diaconu, D. Vîlceanu, Păcuiul„ ., p. 1 6 1 , pi. XXVIII/4 a-b, pi. XXVIII/7 a-b; I. Bamea,
Arta . . . ,i f. 1 64, fig. I a-b at p. 1 65 .
.
.
Gh. Ştefan, I. Bamea, M. Comşa, E. Comşa, Dmogetta . . . , p. 360, fig. 1 93/1 at 363; I. Bamea,
Arta „ . , r · 1 3 8, fig. 2 a-b al p. 1 39.
.
.
l Gh. Mănucu-Adameşteanu, A. Stămcă,
I. Poli, Crnc1 relicvar . . . , p. 3 I 5-3 I 6, pi. II/3, pi. III/3.
6

/

.

.
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A.D.) 19, Isaccea-Noviodunum (1 1 th century A.D.)20, Nufăru ( 1 1 th century A.D.)2 1 ,
Limanu ( l l 1h century A.D.)22 , Valu lui Traian ( 1 0- 1 21h century)23 etc. For north
eastem Bulşaria we mention some pieces occured at Skala ( I 0-1 1 th century)24,
Sredise ( 1 01 century - beginning of the 1 1 ih century)2 5 , Rujno ( 1 0-1 1 th century)2 6
and Veliko Tumovo ( 1 2- 1 3 1h century)27 • According to analogies, these can be dated
in the I O- I l 1h century.
The pieces nos. 3-5 are fragments of reliquary crosses with smooth surface,
so without iconographic scenes or other omaments. On the Danube-Pontic territory
there is known a small nwnber of discoveries of this type, at Păcuiul lui Soare ( 1 1 th
century)28 and Isaccea ( 1 1 th century)2 9 . Although slightly different in appearance,
with one smooth side, the other showing a cruciform dotted decoration incised, it is
also to be mentioned the piece from Dinogetia - Garvăn ( l l - 1 2th century)3° . Similar
findings were reported in Hungary, Serbia, Greece and Bulgaria, which are generally
framed in terms of chronological ages period 1 0- 1 1 th century3 1 . For Bulgaria we
mention the pieces discovered in Silistra ( I 0- 1 1 th century), Skala ( I 0-1 1 th century)32
and in the settlement of Od' rci (first decades of the 1 1 th century)33 , where two of the
three specimens were in the context of anonymous Byzantine follesi class A2 (97 61028), and class B ( 1 028-- 1 034). According to analo es, the small crosses nos. 3-5 may
be dated in the I 01h century - beginning of the 1 1 1 century.
The reliquary lead small cross at no. 6 has its front (as far as it is preserved)
almost identica} and equal width (4. 1 cm.) with a piece of bronze appeared to
Rujno, in Bulgaria ( I 01h century - the beginning of the 1 1 th century ) 34 • This striking
sirnilarity enables to assume that the piece found in Dobruja could represent an
attempt to mold for the bronze ones, its iconography quality making it liable to be

şi

19
G. Custurea, Descoperiri ... , p. 584, pi. 117 at p. 585; idem, C. Paraschiv-Talmaţchi, Obiecte
creştine descoperite la O/tina Oud. Constanţa), in Pontica, 42, 2009, no. I at p. 486, pi. III a-c at p. 49 1 .
20
Gh. Mănucu-Adameşteanu, Elemente . . . , p. 377-378, pi. I/2 at p. 726; idem, Crnci relicvar
descoperite . . . , p. 1 95, pi. I/ I a-b at p. 208.
21
O. Damian, P. Damian, Elements . . . , p. 235, fig. 2/3 at p. 237.
22
T. Papasima, Crnciuliţe. . , p. 299, fig. 4 at p. 300.
23
G. Custurea, Câteva crnci . . . , p. 303, fig. 3 at p. 304.
24
V. Iotov, G. Atanasov, Skala. Krepost ol X - XI vek do s. Kladenci, Tervelsko, Sofia, 1 998,
pi. XCIX/323 at p. 298; G. Atanasov, Hristijanskijat . . , fig. 55 at p. 2 1 4, pi. LXXV/395.
25
Ibidem, fig. 52 at p. 2 1 4.
26
Ibidem, pi. LXXV/397.
27
N. Ovcharov, Medieval Bulgarian Empire, Plovdiv, 2006, p. 73.
28
P. Diaconu, D. Vîlceanu, Păcuiu/. . . , p. 1 6 1 , pi. XXVIII/3; P. Diaconu, Parnres du XI' siecle
decouvertes a Păcuiul lui Soare, in Dacia, N.S., 9, 1 965, fig. 6/3 at p. 32 1 .
29
Gh. Mănucu-Adameşteanu, Elemente . . . , p. 379, pi. IV/2 at p. 729.
30
Gh. Ştefan, I. Bamea, M. Comşa, E. Comşa, Dinogetia . . , p. 360, fig. 1 92/1 O at p. 36 1 .
31
Gh. Mănucu-Adameşteanu, Elemente . . . , p . 379.
32
V. Yotov, G. Atanasov, Skala ... , p. 96, pi. XCVIII/3 1 8; G. Atanasov, Hristijanskijat ... ,
.

.

.

pi. LXXIV/372 and 376.
33
L. Donceva-Petkova, L. Ninov, V. Paru�ev, Od'rci ... , p. 1 2 1- 1 22, pi. LVIII/783-5.
34
G. Atanasov, Hristijanski pametnici ot rannosrednovekovnata krepost do se/o
Dulovsko, in Dobrudja, 8, 1 99 1 , p. 4�7, pi. IV/4 1 at p. 37; idem, Hristijanskijat ... , pi. XX/2.
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worn later. In this regard, on the upper part, the evangelist head slightly damaged
represented bere, it was drilled probably to be bung on a link or a cord, the hole is
too small for a cbain able to take it. To wbat extent tbis was acbieved at Rujno we
are not aware to say, but for tbe period mentioned bere tbere was reported here a
worksbop production of simple lead small crosses 3 5 .
Tbe small cross nos. 7 is simple, but has clear iconograpbic representations on
both sides. On tbe front of it was represented, in relief, Jesus Christ crucified, wearing
colobium, and on the back Tbe Rolly Virgin praying. Simple pieces tbat have
representation on both sides are quite rare finds. In Dobruja sucb crosses occurred
at Dumbrăveni (a complex „quasi-cave" (B2), dated prelirninary in the century 9-l Oth
century)36, at Păcuiul lui Soare (fragrnentary, tbe on tbe reverse there is a cruciform
ground, 1 3-1 51h century)37 and in its immediate vicinity to, at Dervent-Draca („on
tbe rigbt bank of tbe Danube, in front of the island Păcuiul lui Soare", 1 3- 1 51h
century)3 8 • In nortbeastem Bulgaria tbere are to be mentioned samr, les found at
Tsar Asen (alrnost identica! to tbat presented by us, 1 0--1 1 th century) 9 and Popina
( 1 0-- 1 1 th century)40 • As tbe pieces from Păcuiul lui Soare and Dervent-Draca are
different as reverse and size, we use to date the small cross no. 7 other analogies,
cboosing at tbis stage of researcb for tbe 1 0-- 1 1 th century.
Tbe small crosses no. 8-- 1 0 are also included in tbe category of simple ones
and, unlike tbe previous piece, bave iconographic representations on one side. If on
tbe reverse of tbe first two Jesus Cbrist is represented crucified (in colobium, and in
perizom), on tbe tbird tbere appears a person praying, and beside the left arm seem
to be a very scbematized bust. The small cross no. 8 has as analogies the pieces found
at Dinogetia-Garvăn (tbe first half of tbe 1 1 th century)4 1 and Isaccea-Noviodunum
( l l 1h century)42 . In northeastern Bulgaria we have analogies at Silistra ( I O-- l 1 1h
century), Rujno ( 1 0--1 1 th century)43 and Od'rci (tbe first half of the 1 1 th century)44 •
We date the piece no. 8 in tbe catalogue, based on analogies, in the 1 1 th century.
We mention that tbe iconograpby present on the obverse of tbe last two
pieces is almost identica! to tbat existing on tbe obverse of numerous small crosses
reliquary of tbis period4 5 •
35

Idem, Hristijanski pametnici p. 3 5 ; O. Damian, P. Damian, Elements„„ p. 243.
T. Papasima, Cruciuliţe„ „ p. 299, pi. 11/3 at p. 300.
37
P. Diaconu, S. Baraschi, Păcuiul. p. 1 3 1 , fig. 1 O 1 14 at p. 1 30.
38
P. Diaconu, Urme vechi creştine .. „ p. 553, fig. 317 a-b at p. 55 1 ; In the next publications to
the previous article, probably because of the occurence place c lose to Păcuiul lui Soare island, the
discovery was associated to the fortress Păcuiul lui Soare, see I. Bamea, Şt. Ştefănescu, Din istoria
Dobro�ei, III, fig. 1 28/ 1 a-b; P. Diaconu, S. Baraschi, Păcuiul. . . , p. 1 3 1 , fig. 1 0217 a-b at p. 1 32.
9
G. Atanasov, Hristijanskijat„„ pi. LXXIIl/356--3 57.
40
Ibidem, pi. LXXIIl/364.
41
Gh. Ştefan, I. Bamea, M. Comşa, E. Comşa, Dinogetia„ „ p. 357, fig. 1 9 1 /3 .
42
Gh. Mănucu-Adameşteanu, Descoperiri„ „ p . 244, pi. III/27 at p . 636.
43
G. Atanasov, Hristijanski pametnici„., pi. III/32; idem, Hristijanskijat„„ pi. LXXIII/352, 362.
44
L. Donceva-Petkova, L. Ninov, V. Parusev, Od'rci „„ p. 1 68, pi. LIX/808, 809.
45
I. Bamea, Şt. Ştefănescu, Din istoria Dobrogei, HI, fig. I 09/2 a-b, 8 a-b; P. Diaconu, D.
Vîlceanu, Păcuiul„ ., pi. XXVIII; L. Donceva-Petkova, L. Ninov, V. Parusev, Od'rci„„ pi. LIX/793 ,
794; G. Atanasov, Hristijanskijat„„ p i . LXXV.
36

.„ ,
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The small cross no. 9 has analogies at Dinogetia-Garvăn (the first half of the
1 1 rh century)46, Isaccea-Noviodunum ( 1 1 rh century)47 , Păcuiul lui Soare ( 1 1 rh
century)48 , Capidava ( l O-l l 1h century)49 and Hârşova (the first half of the l l 1h
century)5°, in Dobruja, and in the northeastem part of Bulgaria, at Silistra ( 1 0-1 1 rh
century)51 , Sredi§e ( 1 1 rh century)5 2 , Od'rci (the first half of the 1 1 rh century)53 and
Rujno ( 1 0-1 1 rh century)54 . We mention also a piece, having no discovery place, in the
collection of the National Museum in Belgrade ( 1 1 rh century) date based on
analogies55 • Based on analogies, we date the piece at position no. 9 in the catalogue
in the 1 1 th century.
The piece no. 10 has analogies in Dobruja at Victoria (the 10-1 l th century) 56 ,
and in Bulgaria at Sredi§e ( 1 0- 1 l th century)5 7• Its iconography is almost identical to
that present on the reverse of reliquary small cross discovered at Od'rci ( first half of
1 1 th century)5 8 and Pliska ( 1 01h century - beginning of 1 1 th century), in Bulgaria,
Solun (91h century)59 , in Greece, and at Mala Vrbica ( 1 0-1 1 th century), in Serbia60 •
Considering the analogies presented, we date the small cross in the l 0-1 1 th century.
The small cross at no. 1 1 is decorated with linear elements on both sides, a
phenomenon seen in a piece of lead found in Bulgaria, in the settlement of Od'rci
( l 1 th century)6 1 •
The sample no. 12, decorated with a circle at the intersection point of arms,
where the groves start underlining their edges and shaping a cross on their middle,
has analogies, on the Danube-Pontic territory, at Păcuiul lui Soare ( 1 3-l41h
century)62 , in northeastem Bulgaria at Popina ( 1 0-1 1 rh century)63 , Pliska ( 1 01h
46 Gh. Ştefan, I. Barnea, B. Mitrea, Şantierul arheologic Garvăn (Dinogetia) (r. Măcin, reg.
Dobrogea), in Materiale, 8, 1 962, p. 679, fig. 611 ; Gh. Ştefan, I. Barnea, M. Comşa, E. Comşa,
Dinogetia . . . , p. 357, fig. 1 9 1/6, 8.
47
I. Barnea, Arta... , p. 1 46, fig. I at p. 1 47.
48
P. Diaconu, S. Baraschi, Păcuiul... , p. 1 27, fig. 1 02/2; G. Atanasov, Hristijanskijat ... , fig. 1 00 at

p. 299.

49

R. Florescu, N. Cheluţă-Georgescu, Săpăturile de la Capidava, in Pontica, 7, 1 974, p. 43 1 ,
pi. IV/3 at p. 434.
50
I. Barnea, Arta ... , p. 1 56.
51
G. Atanasov, Hristijanskijat .. . , fig. 92 at p. 298.
52
Ibidem, fig. 98 at p. 299.
53
L. Donceva-Petkova, L. Ninov, V. Parusev, Od'rci . . . , p. 1 68, pi. LIX/8 1 1 .
54
G . Atanasov, Hristijanski pametnici ... , pi. IIl/3 1 ; idem, Hristijanskijat ... , pi. LXXIII/3 6 1 .
55
G. Marjanovic-Vujovic, Krctovi od VI do XII veka iz zbirke Narodnog muzeja, Beograd,
1 987, p. 5 1 , no. 5 1 .
56
Gh. Mănucu-Adameşteanu, Elemente . . . , p . 379-380, pi. III at p . 728.
57
G. Atanasov, Hristijanskijat ... , pi. LXXIII/370.
58
L. Donceva-Petkova, L. Ninov, V. Parusev, Od'rci ... , p. 1 25-1 26 (with an ample
disscussion on the represented persan and the of some similar pieces), p. 1 68, pi. LIX/796 b, 797.
59
Ibidem, p. 1 26.
60
G. Marjanovic-Vujovic, Krctovi od... , p. 40, no. 32. at p. 39, no. 3 1 is described a similar small
cross, included into collection of the National Museum of Belgrade by purchase ( I O - 1 1 'h century).
61
L. Donceva-Petkova, L. Ninov, V. Parusev, Od'rci . . . , p. 1 68, pi. LIX/802 a-b.
62
P. Diaconu, S. Baraschi, Păcuiul... , p. 1 3 1 , fig. J O I / I at p. 1 30, fig. 1 02/4, 5 at p. 1 32; I. Barnea,
Arta . . . , p- 1 70, fig. 1 -2 at p. 1 7 1 ; O. Damian, P. Damian, Elements . . . , p. 234 no. 7, fig. 1 /6 at p. 236.
6
G. Atanasov, Hristijanskijat ... , pi. LXXI/3 1 5.
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century-beginning o f I I th century)64 and Vojnikovo ( 1 0-1 I th century)65 , and in
Serbia at Dubravica-Margum ( 1 1 th century)66 . Of these, only samples of Popina and
Pliska present the circle from the arms crossing, the other having only grooves
inside the shape of the cross. The same type of decoration, only that the arms are
holding up a small cross, remind specimens discovered at Oltina ( 1 0-1 I th century)67, in
Dobruj a, Skala, Sredise and Pop Rusanovo (I 0- 1 1 th century) 68 , in Bulgaria, and a
piece from the collection of National Museum in Belgrade, discovered at Mala
Vrbica ( l l th century A.D.)69 . Based on analogies, at this stage of research ranged from
the chronological point of view, the sample in aur catalogue in I 0- 1 1 th century. As
can be seen above, this type of cross is maintained alsa in I 3-I 4 ih century.
The small crosses nas. 13-14 have only linear decoration in relief, on the
second piece there and a circle outlined in intertwining arms. They appeared as a
track analogy to Silistra ( I 01h century-beginning of the I 1 th century)70, the
observation that it is lead.
The small crosses nas. 1 5--16 have similar side spurs present on the arms and
round their heads. The first finds analogies in Dobruja at Dinogetia-Garvăn ( l 1-1 2th
century)7 1 , Isaccea ( 1 1 - I th century)72 , and in northeastem Bulgaria at Silistra ( 1 1 rh
century)73 , Skala ( I I th century), Tsar Asen ( I I th century)74 , Pliska (three samples in
two graves; 1 0-1 I ih century)75 and Kilnik ( 1 01h century-beginning of the I l th
century)76, between Alfatar and Tsar Asen. Second, with incised decoration, at
Păcuiul lui Soare ( 1 3- I 41h century)77 and Isaccea ( l I - I th century)78 , in Dobruja,
respectively at Rujno ( I 01h century - the beginning of the next one) 79, especially at
Od'rci ( I I th century)80, the presence of letters, in Bulgaria. The two crosses we can
64 A. Milcev, Razkopki Îlino ot groba na Karel Skorpil v 'v v 'trefoija grad na Pliska prez 1968
in Preslav, 3, 1 983, fig. 1 8 at p. 223.
65
G. Atanasov, Hristijanskijat . .. , pi. LXXI/3 1 4.
66 G. Marjanovic-Vujovic, Krctovi od„„ p. 55, no. 6 1 .
67
G . Custurea, C . Paraschiv-Talmaţchi, Obiecte creştine . . „ p . 486, pi. II/3 at p . 492.
68
G. Atanasov, Hristijanskijat . . pi. LXXI/3 1 8-320, 323.
69
G. Marjanovic-Vujovic, Krctovi od„„ p. 55, no. 62.
70
G. Atanasov, Hristijanskijat.„, pi. LXX/309.
71
Gh. Ştefan, I. Bamea., M. Comşa, E. Comşa, Dinogetia. . p. 357-358, fig. 1 9 1/ 1 0--1 1 at p. 359.
72
I. Barnea, Noi descoperiri la Noviodunum, in Peuce, 6, 1 977, p. 1 08, pi. XIII/c at p. 1 2 1 ;
idem, Arta„„ p . 1 45, no. 2-3, mentioning that despite our sample, these are decorated only on one
side, or on one side there are present many circles.
73
G. Atanasov, Srednovekovni kr 'stove-enkolpiohi ot Si/istra, in Isvestija-Varna, 43, 1 992, fig.
2/ 1 9 at p. 258.
74
idem, Hristijanskijat.„, pi. LXXII/325-328.
75
J. Dimitrov, C 'rkva i necropol v 'v v 'nshija grad na Pliska (kraja na X-XI v.), in PliskaPreslav, 7, 1 995, p. 60, 67, fig. 6/2--4.
76
G. Atanasov et a/ii, lstorija na A lfatar, Alfatar, f.a„ pi. IX/4.
77
P. Diaconu, S. Baraschi, Păcuiul..„ p. 1 3 1 , fig. I 0 1 / 1 6 at p. 1 30.
78
Gh. Mănucu-Adameşteanu, Descoperiri..„ p. 244, pi. III/32-33 at p. 636.
79
G . Atanasov, Hristijanskijat„„ fig. 91 at p. 298.
80
L. Donceva-Petkova, Od'rci. Hekropoli ot XI vek, II, Sofia, 2005, p. 207, pi. LXXXIX,
the grave 1 39.
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Plate I. The territorial repartition ofthe discoveries.
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frame, based on analogies, dated in the 1 1- 1 th century, but I Jean in particular for
the 1 1 th century, during which generalizes lateral spurs and carrying arms8 1 • If the first
part was enameled decorated then we can talk about the 13-14 th century in its case.
For piece no. 17 closest analogy is to be found in the east of the Carpathians,
in the settlement of Davideni, where a pattem emerged and fragmentary82 , and
somewhat in Oltenia, at Sucidava-Celei 83 • AU these crosses were dated in the 61h
century A.D. Almost identica! to our sample, both in size and general appearance,
is a cross located in the National Museum in Belgrade collection (7-81h or 1 1 th
century ) 84 . As variants of the type I can remember a few crosses occurring in
Bulgaria, at Sredise ( l O- l l 1h century) and Skala ( l O- l l 1h century)8 5 • Taking into
account that analogies in Romania belong to the 61h century A.D. and alsa
similarities with pieces of Serbia and Bulgaria are much higher, at this stage of
research we prefer to frame the piece from Mihai Viteazu in a wider period
centuries 6-71h century/l 0-1 1 th century, with the caution of some later limitations,
according to further discoveries, in a clear archaeological framework.
With rare iconographic representations in discoveries, for which we have nat
found yet analogies, there is the lead small crosses nas. 18-19. For a temporary
dating, we first take into consideration the iconography. Thus, the representation in
relief bas become preponderant during the 1 0-1 1 th century, though it was used
previous (for the next centuries there would be prefered engraved figures)86 • In the
same time, the image of Jesus Christ is similar to that present on some reliquary
crosses from Kiev in the 1 2-1 31h century 87 , with the mention the bust is nat inside
the pandant. The second piece, with the decoration pine branch, and globules bas
some ornamental elements to be found alsa on some small crosses discovered in
northeastem Bulgaria (Silistra, Balik? and Bradvari?)88 , dated in the l 01h century the beginning of the 1 1 th century.
The piece at no. 20 bas as analogies the small crosses from Oltina ( 1 0-1 1 th
century)89 and Rujno - Bulgaria (the l 01h century - the beginning of the next one)90 •
81

Gh. Mănucu-Adameşteanu, Descoperiri..„ p. 244.
82 I. Mitrea, Influenţele bizantine în cultura materială şi spirituală din regiunea subcarpatică a
Moldovei în secolele VI-IX, în SCIVA, 30, 1 979, 2, p. 1 52-1 54, fig. 3/1; D. Gh. Teodor, Creştinismul la est
de Carpaţi de la origini până în secolul al XIV-iea, Iaşi, 1 99 1 , p. 86, fig. 7/4 at p. 1 25; I. Mitrea, Comunităţi
creştine din secolele V-VII în regiunea subcarpatică a Moldovei, în Pontica, 28-29, 1 995-1 996, p. 230,
fig. I/I at p. 229; idem, Comunităţi săteşti la est de Carpaţi în epoca migraţiilor. Aşezarea de la Davideni
din secolele V- VIII, Piatra Neamţ, 200 1 , p. 1 47, fig. 80/2 at p. 34 1 , fig. 651 1 at p. 325 for a mould.
83
D. Tudor, Oltenia romană, Bucureşti, 1 978, p. 465, fig. 1 48/5.
84
G. Marjanovic-Vujovic, Krctovi od„., p. 27, no. 7.
85
G. Atanasov, Hristijanskijat„„ pi. LXXI/3 1 1 and 324.
86
Gh. Mănucu-Adameşteanu, Elemente „„ p. 382.
87
I. Bamea, Arta .„, p. 1 96, fig. 1 -2 at p. 1 97.
88
G. Atanasov, Hristijanskijat„., pi. LXX/30 1 , 302, 305.
89
G. Custurea, C. Paraschiv-Talmaţchi, Obiecte creştine„ „ no. 6 at p. 486, pi. 11/6 at p. 492.
90 G. Atanasov, Hristijanski pametnici „„ p. 35, pi. IIl/22 at p. 34; idem, Hristijanskijat„„
p i . LXX/307.
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The small crosses at nos. 21-24 present different shapes, we can say less
elevated, and are rather rare in discoveries. For the first we have not found any
analogy, but because it was found on the territory of the civil settlement extramuros
from Murighiol, we propose a temporary dating, until new discoveries or identifications,
in the 6-71h I 1 0- 1 1 rh century. The sample at no. 22 has as analogies the small crosses
found in Dobruja at Păcuiul lui Soare ( 1 1 rh century)9 1 , in northeastern Bulgaria at
Silistra ( 1 0-1 1 rh century)9 2 and Sredi§e ( 1 01h century)93 , and in Serbia at Ritopek
( 1 1 rh century)94 • The small cross from Cobadin presents analogies with pieces
occurred at Dinogetia-Garvăn (the first half of the 1 2 th century)95 and Oltina ( 1 0-1 l th
century)96, on the Danube-Pontic territory, and in northeastern Bulgaria at Alfatar
( l 01h century)97, Rujno ( 1 01h century)9 8 , Tsar Asen ( l 01h century)99 and Skala ( l 01h
century - the beginning of the 1 1 rh century) 100 • The last piece of the catalogue, that
from Dunavăţ, has analogies in Bulgaria, at Silistra ( 1 0-1 1 1h century) 101 . Excepting
the small crosses from Murighiol (for which the chronological framework is wider,
the 6-71h centu ry/1 0- l l 1h century) and from no. 1 8 (probably the l l-13 th century),
in this stage of research we propose for the other lead pieces from no. 1 9-20/2224, a dating in the 1 0-1 1 th century, obviously with the caution of possible changes
of this according to new data.
The lack of the archaeological context for the 24 small crosses determine us
to identify up to what extent are to be included, from a chronological point of view,
in the line of other findings in the above mentioned area.
From Bărăganu, where found the pieces from nos. 14 and 20 (the l 01h- l l rh
century), are coming some coins belonging to the Byzantine period ( 6-71h and
1 0- 1 1 1h century) 1 02 •
91

P. Diaconu, D. Vîlceanu, Păcuiul .. p. 1 6 1 , pi. XXVIIl/5, 6; P. Diaconu, S. Baraschi,
Păcuiul..„ p. 1 28-1 29, fig. 99/ 1 7 at p. 1 27.
92
G. Atanasov, Srednovekovni„., p. 262, fig. 1 /3, 5, 6 at p. 257; idem, Hristijanskijat„„
„

p i . LXIX/287, 288.
93 Ibidem, pi. LXIX/28 1 .
94
G . Marjanovic-Vujovic, Krctovi od. . p. 57, no. 69.
95
Gh. Ştefan, I. Barnea, M. Comşa, E. Comşa, Dinogetia . . p. 358, fig. 1 9 1 / 1 6 at p. 359;
I. Barnea, Arta .. p. 1 32, fig. 3 at p. 1 33 .
96
G. Custurea, C. Paraschiv-Talmaţchi, Obiecte creştine .. p . 486, pi. 11/5 a t p . 492.
97
G. Atanasov, Hristijanskijat„ „ pi. LXIX/282.
98
idem, Hristijanski pametnici
p. 44, pi. 11/ 1 6 at p. 3 1 .
99 idem, V. Yotov, Kr'stove-enkolpioni i meda/ioni ol rannosrednobekovnata krepost do s. Tsar
Asen, Silistrensko, in Dobrudja, 6, 1 989, p. 8 1 , pi. 1/3 ; G. Atanasov, Hristijanskijal .. pi. LXIX/280.
100
V. Yotov, G. Atanasov, Skala .. p. 94, pi. XCVIl/304.
101
G. Atanasov, Srednovekovni„„ p. 262, fig. I /4 at p. 257; idem, Hristijanskijat .. „ pi. LXIX/284.
102
G. Custurea, A. Vertan, G. Talmaţchi, Descoperiri monetare în Dobrogea (XII), in Pontica,
3 1 , 1 998, p. 3 1 6 (for the earlies samples). The coi ns from Nicefor II - Constantine IX are unpublished
and are included in the collection MINA Constanţa.
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At Cobadin, where there were found the pieces at no. 1 3 and 23 ( 1 0- 1 1 th
century) there was reported a settlement in the 1 01h- l l th century 1 03 as well as coins
from the second half of the 91h century - the first half of the 1 1 th century 104 •
There some coins from Justin I-Justin II and Mihail IV (class C) are coming
from the area of Dunavăţu de Jos/Dunavăţu de Sus 1 05 .
At Mihai Viteazu, in the area ,,Dealul Mormintelor", there was reported a
Roman-Byzantine settlement 1 06 and it was found a coin from Anastasius I 1 07 .
At Murighiol it is under research a fortification with many inhabitance levels
(4-71h century) 1 08 on the territory of the settlement being reported settlements from
the Roman period (the 2°d-4th century) and early middle ages ( 1 01h century) 1 09 . A
coin from Basil II - Constantine VIII (class A) 1 10 comes also from this settlement.
At Palazu Mic, in the area „Valea Seacă", there was reported an early middle
settlement 1 1 1 , and from Tufani is corning a coin from Basil II - Constantine VIII 1 1 2
At Valu lui Traian there were reported two settlements from early middle
age 1 1 3 , on the territory there were found other discoveries, as reliquary small
crosses 1 14 , single coins 1 1 5 or in hoards 1 1 6 •
As we can notice, almost for all the small crosses we have the place of
discovery, one can add other archaeological materials, corresponding to the period
103 G. Custurea, Circulaţia monedei bizantine în Dobrogea (sec. IX - XI), Constanţa, 2000, p. 3 1 .
104 Ibidem, p. 1 36, no. 25; idem, Monede bizantine descoperite recent în Dobrogea (sec. IX-XIII),
în Pontica, 40, 2007, p. 63 1 . Other coins from Leon VI, Nicefor II and Vasile II - Constantin VIII
(class A2_3), seven samples, are unpublished and are included în the collection MINA Constanţa.
105 The pieces are unpublished and they are în the collection of MINA Constanţa.
106 Al. Avram, O. Bounegru, C. Chiriac, Cercetări perieghetice în teritoiul Histriei (I), în
Pontica, 1 8, 1 985, p. 1 24.
107 G. Custurea, A. Vertan, G. Talmaţchi, Descoperiri monetare în Dobrogea (XIII), în
Pontica, 32, 1 999, p. 354.
108 Enciclopedia arheologiei şi istoriei vechi a României, III, Bucureşti, 2000, p. 1 6 1 .
1 09 E. Bujor, Şantierul arheologic Murighiol (r. Tulcea, reg. Constanţa), în Materiale, 6 , 1 959,
p. 329; G. Custurea, Circulaţia .. p. 35.
1 to Gh. Mănucu-Adameşteanu, Cronica descoperirilor monetare din judeţul Tulcea (V), în
Pontica, 26, 1 993, p. 268.
1 1 1 E. Alexandrescu, Al. Avram, O. Bounegru, C. Chiriac, Cercetări perieghetice în teritoriul
histrian (II), in Pontica, 1 9, 1 986, p. 243.
1 1 2 G. Custurea, Circulaţia„„ p. 1 55.
1 13 Ibidem, p. 39.
1 14 Gh. Mănucu-Adameşteanu, Cruci relicvar„ „ p. 349-350, 354; G. Custurea, Câteva
cruci„., 303-304.
1 1 5 Gh. Poenaru-Bordea, A. Smaranda, Monede bizantine descoperite în Dobrogea intrate într-o
colecţie din Bucureşti, în BSNR, 70-74, 1 976-- 1 980, 1 24-1 28, p. 646; G. Custurea, Circulaţia„„ p. 1 57;
Gh. Mănucu-Adameşteanu, Istoria Dobrogei în perioada 969-1204. Contribuţii arheologice şi numismatice,
Bucureşti, 200 1 , p. 228.
1 16 Gh. Poenaru-Bordea, R. Ocheşeanu, Al. Popeea, Monnaies byzantines du Musee de
Constanţa, Wetteren, 2004, p. 1 3 1 - 1 32, no. 1 007, 1 0 1 2, 1 0 1 4- 1 0 1 6, 1 030, 1 032, 1 035, 1 043, 1 067.
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they were framed in, found in the same area. These, together wi th the presented
analogies for each of them, can support the dates we have proposed, but we are nat
finishing without mentioning these data are still open, being submitted to some
changes, as the future discoveries with clear archaeological context will show.
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